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Rationale 

The Year 8 Spanish Curriculum has been designed with the following aims in mind:  
-To encourage the ability and confidence to speak spontaneously in the target language from the outset. 
-To understand classroom instructions and make spontaneous requests in the target language. 
-To establish the foundations of the Spanish language which pave the way for GCSE success (e.g. emphasis on expressing 
opinions). 
-To teach students four topics that appear on the GCSE specification; me/my family, my free time, school life and town/local 
area 
-To learn strategies to approach the skills of reading, listening, speaking, writing and translation 
-To engage with authentic material and learn about cultural differences (such as Spanish customs and festivals) in order to 
spark a love of learning languages.  
- To understand where Spanish is spoken around the world  
- To introduce students to two different time frames that will unlock GCSE success; the present and future tense  

 
 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

Knowledge 
 
 

Mi Vida/my life: 
Classroom 
language 
Introductions 
Describing your 
personality 
Numbers 1-15 

My free time: 
What you like to do 
in your free time 
What you usually 
do in spare time 
Weather 
What sports you do 

School life:  
Subjects 
Opinions on 
subjects 
School facilities 
Talking about 
breaktime  

Familiy & Friends:  
Describing your 
family 
Describing hair/eye 
colour 
Describing what 
other people are 

My city:  
Describing where 
you live- house/flat 
Describing the 
rooms in your 
house 
Describing what’s in 

My city:  
Activities you can 
do in your town  
Directions  
Ordering in a café 
Spanish food 
traditions 



Saying your age 
Brothers/sisters 
Numbers 1-31 
Birthday 
Pets  
Day of the Dead in 
Mexico 
 

Christmas in Spain Carnival 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

like your town 
Telling the time 
 

What you are going 
to do next weekend 
Spanish festivals  

Skills and 
grammar 
 
 

Receptive skills 
(reading/listening) 
Active skills 
(speaking/writing) 
Soy/Tengo 
Negation  
Adjective endings 

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
Opinions + infinitive  
-ar verbs in present 
tense 
Using “cuando” 
(when) 
Hacer/jugar in 
present tense  
 

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
Noun genders  
Opinions  
Reasons  
Hay/no hay 
-er/ir verbs in 
present tense  

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
Hay 
Possessive 
adjectives 
Soy/tengo 
Es/tiene  

Receptive skills 
Active skills 
Hay/no hay 
Un/una/unos/unas 
Mucho(s)/mucha(s) 
 
 

Receptive skills 
Active skills  
Se puede + 
infinitive 
Transactional 
language 
Near future tense 
 
 

Assessment 
 
 

End of unit 
formative listening 
assessment.   

End of term 
summative reading 
and translation 
assessment.  

End of unit 
formative speaking 
assessment  

End of term 
summative writing 
and grammar 
assessment  

End of unit 
formative reading 
assessment  

End of year 
summative  reading 
and translation 
assessment  

Characteristics 
 
 

Interest in other 
cultures  
Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance 

Interest in other 
cultures.  
Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance  
Expressing opinions 

Appreciation of 
education 
Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance  

Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance  
Gratitude  

Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance 

Confidence  
Respect  
Tolerance  

 
 


